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Of course you work for your money. The question is, does your money work for you? You know you

owe it to yourself and your family to make the best possible fiscal decisions. So why aren't you

managing your money better? Perhaps you think that you don't have enough extra cash to bother

learning more about money management (a common myth). Or maybe phrases such as "mutual

funds", "long-term bonds", "annuities", and "whole life vs. term" make your head spin. For all those

people who don't know the difference between the commodities market and the supermarket, here

is expert and trustworthy advice from a financial counselor and lecturer who speaks your language.

Cutting through the jungle of statistic complexity, Personal Finance for Dummies shows you how to

make easy work of your own finances, no matter what your income or experience level. Greater

return for your money, with less anxiety - that's a bargain if we ever heard one.
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I remember when the Dummies series first came out, and I thought it was a rather insulting title for a

book for people to pick up and read. Now, many years later, the series is firmly entrenched in our

culture. The books do an extremely good job of laying out the basics in very easy to understand

terms on a number of topics. The Personal Finance for Dummies by Eric Tyson really does do a

great job of explaining the basics of personal finance.Now, some might say "oh it's common sense.

Don't overuse credit cards. Shop around for the best loan." However, most high school and college

students have NO idea how to do these things. Just look at the huge number of people in personal

debt. Look at the vast numers who declare bankruptcy, who have no idea what a CD is, who are



befuddled by the whole real estate market. This book makes it easy for them. If you have debt, this

is a book that can help take you step by step through what your options are and how to work your

way towards a financially solvent position.Yes, the information here isn't million-dollar investment

material. That's not what the book says it offers. It gives you a starting-from-the-ground layout of

how to get started on your debt reduction, how to start choosing wise ways to save money, how to

figure out the savings accounts you need, and hopefully as you go along you'll actually have some

free spending money to invest. I remember when I got started out of college, that I was literally living

hand to mouth. Each paycheck barely covered the bills I had. Savings? Hah - I needed the security

deposit back from one apartment before I could afford to put that money down for my next

apartment! I didn't even have a single month's rent saved up.Now, there is a particular issue that

seemed to stand out for me.
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